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By David Loye

Benjamin Franklin Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 456 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 5.9in. x 1.2in.BiographyHistorySocial Science What makes us good or bad Underlying the
violence that tears our world apart is there any way to resolve the raging differences that not only
drive power mad political leaders and terrorists, but also the global clash of parents, teachers,
religions, and all wars Are there somewhere potentially peaceful and unifying foundations for right
versus wrong In this first of six books for his Moral Evolution Cycle evolutionary systems scientist
David Loye uncovers compelling answers in the lost story of the great explorers of the better world.
Vividly recapturing their lives, works, and times, he tells of how against opposition from
authoritarian religions, governments, and social systems, over 200 years the founders of modern
social science fought to expand the ability of our species to build better lives and a better world for
ourselves. Often controversial, at times widely reviled, the explorers range from Immanuel Kant,
Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Herbert Spencer, Emile Durkheim and Sigmund Freud to, more
recently, Jean Piaget, Erich Fromm, Lawrence Kohlberg, Carol Gilligan, Jessie Bernard, Jean Baker
Miller, and Riane Eisler. Particularly striking is Loyes discovery that...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z

Completely among the finest pdf I actually have ever read through. it was actually writtern extremely completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Sa ntos Metz-- Sa ntos Metz
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